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PART I

The Sub-Committee included Delegates for Australia, Brazil,
France, India, the United Kingdom and the United States of America.

It met seven times under the chairmanship of Dr. H. C. Coombs (Australia),

Mr. Meade (United Kingdom), and later Mr. Gunter (United States)

functioned as Rapporteurs.
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PART II

Article 19

General Elimination of Quantitativie Restrictions

1. There was wide agreement with the proposal forageneral rule

against the use of import and export restrictions and prohibition,

the rule being subject to exceptions for the use cf restrictions in

specified circumstanses and under speciafied conditions.

2. The work of the Sub-Committee was based on the assumption that

the problem of ensuring adequante support for industrial development,

which was the subject of study by the Joint Committeeof Committees I

and Il, would be adequately covered in other Articles.

3. Therewas wide agreement for the view that during a post-war

transitional period it should be permissible to use such restrictions

for the equitable distribution of products in short supply, for the

maitenance of war-time price control by countries undergoing shortages

as a result of the for,for the orderly liquidation of temporary surpluses

ofGovernment-owned stocks and of industries which were set up owing to

the exigencies of war, but which it would be uneconomic to maintain in

normal times. These last two exceptions would be subject to consulta-

tion with other interested Members;and all these exceptions would be

limeted to a specified post-war transitional period, which might,

however, be subject to some extension in particular cases.
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4. There waswide agreement for an exception to the general rule

against export restrictions or prohibitions so as to enable a country

to take temporary action to relieve critical shortages of foodstuffs or

other essential products.

5. There was also wide agreementfor an exceptional use of restriction

to apply standards of classification and grading of commodities in inter

national commerce, subject to safeguards against their misuse for the

purpose of giving disguised protection.

6. Consideration was given to the suggestion that there should be an

exception permitting import restrictions on agricultural or fisheries

products (i) to accompany measures restricting the domestic production

or sale of like products and (ii) to remove a temporary domestic surplus

by means which involved selling that surplus at prices below the current

market price to certain groups of domestic producers. There was wide

agreement for the view that a clause on these lines was desirable; but

one Delegation proposed that the exception should not be confined to

agricultural and fisheries products in order to give similar protection

to agricultural or underdeveloped countries. Therewas wide agreement

for the view that any supplies of the product which were on route at the

time at -which public notice was given of the restrictions should not be

excluded, though they might be counted against any quotas in the importi

country. It was generally agreed that this point should be covered in

this Article unless it were already adequately met in Article 15.

It was suggested that restrictions imposed under this exception should

not be imposed on sensonal commodities at a time when similar domestic

products were not available; and it was generally agreed that this

suggestion might usefully be further considered at the next meeting of

the Preparatory Committee. There was wide agreement for the view that
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restrictions on imports imposed to match a restriction on domestic

production should not be such as to reduce the proportion of imports to

domestic production below the level which might otherwise have been

expected to rule, it bein necessary to judge the situation not only in

the light of the position at a previous period but also in the light of

any changes in condiitions which might have occurred since that date.

The view was, however, expressedthat such a rule might weigh unduly

on the domestic producers, since the exporters in other countries might

be able more readily to find alternative markets.

7. The suggestion was put forward by two Delegations that the exception

in the case of agricultural products should be widened by permitting
restrictions on imports without restrictions on home production so as to

maintain domestic prices at a level sufficient to cover domestic costs

of production or so as to enable a domestic surplus to be cleared. After

discussion there was general agreement that such proposals would extend

the scope of the exception to an undesirable degree.

8. Some Delegations put forward the suggestion that the wording of the

exception in the case of agricultural products should be changed so that

the words "for instance" would be inserted after the words "to remove

a temporary surplus of the like domestic product". Other Delegations
felt that this suggestion would permit an undesirable expansion of the

exception and therefore opposed the suggestion.

9. There was general agreement for the use of restrictions or prohibi-

tions on private trade in order to protect the position of State trading

enterprises operated under other Articles and for the use of import or

export quotas imposed under inter-governmental commodity agreements con-

cluded under this Charter.
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10. The suggestion was also nude that it should be permissible to use

import restrictions, under proper safeguards, as an anti-dumping measure

in those cases of intermittent dumping in which import duties did not

provide a suitable instrument of control. After consideration it was

generally agreed that as far as the establishment of new industries are

concerned, the position should be sufficiently covered by proposals of

the Joint Committee of Committees I and II. In respect of the threat

of intermittent dumping to established industries there was wide agreement

with the view that the positionwas probably already adequately covered

under Article 29; but cne Delegation remained uncertain whether this was

in fact the case.

11. It was suggested that export restrictions should be permitted for

the preservation of scarce natural resources even if there were no restric-

tion on domestic consumption, as would be required under Article 32 (j).

while it was recognized that there might be cases inwhich such action

would be unobjectionable, the view was widely expressed that such an excep-

tion, unless subject to sufficient safeguards, might unduly restrict access

to raw materials. It was generally agreed that the point might usefully

be further examined at the next meeting of the Preparatory Committee.

12. It was suggested by one Delegation that restrictions on exports

should be permissible for the safeguard of living standards, for the

facilitation of industrial development and for the stabilization of

domestic prices so as to achieve a balanced development of the national

economy, and that import restrictions should be permissible for the

enforcement of governmental measures to regulate domestic production,

distribution and consumption so as to maintain a dynamic equilibrium

between the diverse economic activities of a nation in the process of

industrialization. After discussion of these suggestions, therewas
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wide agreement in the Sub-Committee that these proposals were already

adequately covered in the proposals of the Joint Committee of Committees

I and II on industrial development and by the proposals made by the Sub-

Committee in regard to the use of import restrictions under Article 20 to

safeguard the balance of payments. These latter proposals are in lino

witha request received from the Joint Committee that provision should

be made to cover the position of a Member who, as a result of its plans

for industrial development or reconstruction, anticipates that its accruing

international monetary resources will be inadequate to finance the needed

imports of capital goods unless it imposes regulations in respect.of

certain classes of consumer goods."

13. Some Delegations announced that they might propose an addition to

Article 19:2 to include another exception in the following terms: "Import

restrictions for the purpose of economic development as a protective

measure provided that they are less restrictive in their effect than other

forms of protection and provided that they are in conformity with the

criteria laid down for the purpose by the Organization." Other Delega-

tions considered that this point was sufficiently met in the Draf t Charter

relating to Industrial Development. Some of these indicated they might

wish to reconsider their attitude to that Chapter, if such an addition

were made.
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Article 20

Restrictions to safeguard the Balance of Payments

1. There was general agreement for the view that it should

be per.:±issible for 'country to restrict imports when such

restriction was necessary to siferguard its external financial

position, particularlyin view of thefact that in many cases

there will be domestic employment,reconstruction, development

or social policies which result in increases in the demand for

imports. It was recognized that in many cases policies of internal

reconstruction and develooment might be an essential factor in

restoring equilibrium to a counnty' s balance of payments on a sound

and lasting basis.

2. Consideration wasgivento the best method of ensuring that

such a safeguard should be available for the protection of a country's

external financialposition without giving freedom for the unnecessary

use of import restrictions. There was wide agreement with

the view that countries should undertake to observe certain

principles in the use of such import restrictions, ana that,

since the fundamental objective was to safeguard a country's

external financial position, these principles should be based

upon movements in the country's monetar- reserves. Import

restriction, it wassuggested, should only be newly imposed

or intensified in so far as was necessary to stop or to

forestall the imminent threat of a serious decline in monetary

reserves or, in the case of a Member with very lowmonetary

reserves, to achieve a reasonable rate of increase in its

reserves.
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3. There are, however, many factors to which due regard must be

paid in interpreting any such ruIes. There may be special non-

recurrent movements of funds affecting a country's reserves; a

country may have special credits outside its monetary reserves

which it might be expected to use to a proper extent and at a

proper rate to meet a strain on its external position; a country

which has high reserves may, nevertheless, have high future

commitments or probable drains upon its resources to rneet in the

near future. All such factors would have to be taken into

account in interpreting movements in a country's reserves.

4. It was generally agreed that there should be an under-

taking to remove or to relax restrictions on the same general

principles, as a country's external financial position improved.

5. It was also generally agreed that, in order to avoid

unnecessary damage to the commercial interest of other Members,

import restrictions imposed to safeguard a Member's external

financial position should not be carried to the point of total

exclusion of any particular class of goods.

6. Consideration was given to the relations which should exist

between Members and the Organizat:on in order to ensure that Members

should, on the one hand, not be able to abuse the application of

import restrictions on these grounds, but should, on the other

hand, have some certainty that they could apply them when necessary.

For these purposes, it was generally agreed that there would have to

be arrangements for consultation between the Members and the Organization

for complaint to the Organization, and ultimately for the Organisation

to recommend the withdrawal or modification of restrictions if these

were being improperly applied.
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7. In this whole process of consultation, review and recommendation,

the Organization, it was recognized, would have to keep in the closest

contaot with the International Monetary Fund. The Fund is the

specialized agency which deals with the financial aspects of balance of

payments problems; and the use of import restrictions to safeguard

the external financial position of Members could only be properly

considered by the Organization if, at every stage, it invited the Fund

to participate in its consultations.

8. It was widely agreed that a first stage in this process should be

consultation as to the nature of a country's balance of payments

difficulties, the various corrective measures which may be available,

and the possible effects of such measures on the economies of other

Members. It was thought that a Member which was considering the

imposition of restrictions for the first time should as a general

rule undertake such consultations before imposing the restrictions

and, in cases in which previous consultation was impracticable,

should undertake such consultations as soon as possible after imposing

the restrictions. The Organization should, it was generally thought,

be able to initiate consultations with any Member which was already

imposing restrictions on these grounds; and should, in any case,

always initiate such consultations with any Member which found it

necessary substantially to intensify its restrictions. It was

thought that the Organization should, within two years of its

institution, review all restrictions existing at its institution

and subsequently maintained on the grounds of safeguarding Members'

external financial positions.
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9. Many Members which may find it necessary to impose restrictions

to safeguard their external financial position may wish to obtain some

security that the restrictions which they are applying or intend to

apply will not be challenged or that if their external position should

become sufficiently difficult they wouId be able to impose restrictions

which would not be challenged. For this reason, it was generally

agreed, a Member should have the right to obtain the previous approval

of the Organization for restrictions which it was already applying or

intending to apply, so that it could not be challenged by another

Member when it applied them. Itwas generally considered that such

previous approval should relate to the general extent, degree and

duration of the restrictions and should not prevent another Member

thereafter from bringing a complaint to the Organization that the

restrictions were being applied in a manner which unnecessarily

damaged its commercial interests.

10. Similarly, a Member might seek the previous approval of the

Organization not in relation to any actual restriction which it was

already applying or intending to apply but in relation to the

contingent future conditions which, if they occurred, would justify

it in applying restrictions. Forexample, it might be agreed between

the Member and the Organization that the Member could not in any

circumstances during an agreed period ahead be reasonably expected

to allow its monetary reserves to fall below an agreed figure.

11, It was widely agreed that it should be open to any Member

to bring a cormplaint to the Organization that another Member

was applying restrictions when they were unnecessary to

safeguard its external financial position or that it was
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doing soin a way which unnecessarily damaged the commercial interests

of the complainingMember. In this case the Organization, if it were

satisfied that the complaining Memberhad made out a primafacie case

that its commercial interests were adversely affected, should consider

the complaint. It should have powerafter consultation with the

International Monetary Fund to recommend the withdrawal or

modification of the restrictions; and if the Memberin question
failed to withdraw or modify them appropriately such other Members

of the Organization would be released from suchobligations towards

the Member in question as the Organization might specify. The

Organization should, however, not be able to recommend the

withdrawal or general relaxation of restrictions in so far as it

had given previous approvalfor them; nor should at be able to do

so on the grounds that the Members' external financial difficulty

could be avoided by a change an the Members domestic employment,

reconstruction, development or social policies.

12. It was generally agreed that a Member imposing restrictions

on balance of payments grounds should be permitted to select

imports for restriction in such a way as to promote its domestic

employment, reconstruction, development or social policies.

13. It was generally agreed that if therewerea persistent and

widespread application of restrictions 0n these grounds , there

should be a procedure whereby the Orgnization in consultation

with the International Monetary Fund should initiate discussions
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with the Members to consider whether other measures might not

be taken by the countries with favourable or those with

unfavourable balancesofpayments or by the Economic and Social

CounciI or any appropriate intergovernmental specialized agencies

to remove the underlying disequilibrium.

14. It was generallyagreed that the principles and procedures

for restricting imports under private trade to safeguard a

Member's external financial position should be applied mutatis

mutandis to the restriction (to agreater extent then would

otherwise bepermisible) of imports by a Statee trading

organization. It should,however, be proveded that thedisclosureofinformation which would hamper the commercial operations of
such a Statetrading organization would not be required.

15. There was generalagreement for the view that in the early

years afterthe war the Organization, in thefunctions proposed

for it under this Article and under Article 22, should pay due

regard to the difficulties of post-war adjustment with which the

Members would be confronted in varying degrees.

16. The Sub-Committee had referred to it a request of the Joint

Committee of Committees I and II "that in Artice 20 provision should

be made to cover the position of a Member who,as a result of itsplans

for industrial development or reconstruction, anticcipates that its

accruing internationalmonetaryresourcewill be inadequate to finance

the needed impoorts of capital goods unless itimposes regulations

in respect of certain classes of consumer goods". This
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point is met in the draft text of Article 20 which is appended to this

report. Under paragraph 2 (a) a country could apply quantitative

import restrictions to anticipate the i..1ainent threat of a serious

decline in its monetary reserves. Moreover, it is there suggested

that in interpreting this principle due regard should be had to any

comitments or other circumstances which may be affecting a country's

needs for reserves. It follows that a country which was threatened

with a serious decline in its reserves and which had heavy external

payments to meet in the near future could protect its external

financial position by import restrictions.

17. In paragraph 1 of the draft Article 20 it is recognized that

"Members may need import restrictions as a means of safeguarding their

external financial position...... particularly in view of their

increased demand for the imports needed to carry out their domestic ......

development ...... policies"; and in paragraph 5 (e) of the draft

Article 20 it is laid down that "the Organization ... shall not

recommend the withdrawal or general relaxation of restrictions on the

grounds that the existing or prospective balance of payments

difficulties of the Member in question could be avoided by a change in

the Member's domestic..... development ...... policies". Thus it is

clear that a Member could not be required to modify its domestic

development plans on the grounds that they imposed a strain on its

balance of payments and thus made control of imports necessary.

18. In paragraph 4 of draft Article 20 it is expressly laid down that

"a Member may select imports for restriction in such a way as to promote

its domestic .... development .... policies", so that a Member could if

necessary restrict the import of consumer goods without restricting

the import of capital goods.
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19 The Draft Article would, howeverprevent a .Member from applying

restrictions ifits foreign exchange resources were sufficient for it

to finance all types of imports. In other words, the Member would be

permitted under Article 20 to restrict only to the extent necessary to

safeguard its monetary.reserves. Up to this point it would have to

admit imports of one class or another.Members would also be under an
obligation not to apply any restrictions of a selective character in a

mannerwhich unnecessarily-damaged the commercial interests of other

20. Many of the problems which have been examined by the SubCommittee
in connection with this Article and with Articles 22 and 23 are

necessarily of very direct concern to the International Monetary Fund

and, to a less extent, to the International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development. Trade restrictions applied to safeguard external

financial resources will inevitably be of common interest to the

International Trade Organization and to the International Monetary Fund.

In particular, since it is generallyagreed that trade restrictions

should be avoided whenever possible, the question arises of the

possibility of alternative means under the procedures of the Fund and

the Bank: for meeting a disequilibrian in balances of payments.
21. In considering these problems the Sub-Committee has been much

helped by the benefit of the views of the observers fromthe Fund and

the Bank. It is generally felt that it would be of great assistance

to the work of the Preparatory Committee if the Fund and the Bank could

beinvited to study the Draft Articles 20, 22 and 23 appended to this

report so as to be in a position to put their considered views on these

issues beforethe next meeting of the Prepatoray Committee.
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22. One delegation suggested to the Committee that there should be

amendments providing for (1) broadening the criteria under which

restrictions could be imposed for balance-of-payments reasons,

(2) eliminating the provision for complaints by members against

such restriction maintained by other Members, and (3) the use of

quantitative restrictions as a means for creating favourable conditions

for the industrial development of an economically undeveloped

country. It was generally agreed that these proposals to some

extent had been met in this Chapter and in the Chapter on Industrial

Development. It was generally agreed that further changes would

expand the use of quantitative restrictions too far.
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Article 21

Non-discriminatory Administration of Quantitative Restriotions

1. There was wide agreement with the proposal that there should be

a general rule for non-discrimination in the use of quantitative re-

strictions, the necessary exceptions to this general rule being listed in

the subsequent Article.

2. In applying the principle of non-discrimination to import restrictions

it was generally agreed that the following represented a desirable set

of principles which should also apply to tariff quotas:

(a) Wherever possble a global quota should be fixed in advance

for the importation of the product in question;

(b) Where (a) is not practicable, restrictions might be applied by

import licenses without a global quota;

(c) whether issued within a global quota or without a global

quota import licenses or permits should, in general, not tie the

import to a particular source of supply;

(d) Where (c) is not practicable, the restrictions might take the

form of a quota allocated among the various sources of supply. In

this case the general principle should be to allocate the quotas

on commercial principles such as price, quality and customary sources

of supply. These commercial principles might ba applied in principle

in either of two ways:

(i) Agreement might be sought between the exporters which had

a substantial interest in supplying the product.

(ii) Where (i) is not reasonably practicable, reference should be

made to shares in a previous representative period, due

account being taken of special factors which may have

affectcd the trade in the product.

The Member should makethe initial decisions about the shares of the

quotas under (ii) but should be preparedto enter into consultations

.about adjustments;
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(e) No conditions should be imposed such as to prevent any Member

country f rom making full use of its share in any quota.

3. It was generally agreed that Members should undertake to supply

adequate information about the administration of their import restrictions.

In cases in which import licenses were used, information should be supplied

at the request of any Member having a substantial interest in the trade

about the administration of the licenses and about the licenses granted,

but there should be no obligation to reveal the names of importing or

supplying IhWhere quotas were fixed, public notice should be given

in advance of the size of the quota; and where the quota is allocated

among supplying countries all Members having an interest in supplying the

product should be given prompt notice of the shares of the various

countries in the quotas.
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Article 22

Exceptions from rule of non-discrimination

1. It was generally agreed that there must be the following exceptions

from the general rule of non-discrimination in the application of

quantitative restrictions:

(a) Members should not be precluded from the imposition of

restrictions which have the equivalent effect of the exchange

restrictions which a country could impose under Article VII Section

3(b) of the articles of Agreement of the InternationalMonetary
Fund scarce currencies clause).

(b) Agroup of territories which have a commonquota in the

International Monetary Fund should be able to impose restrictions

against imports from other countries in rer to protect their

common monetary reserves.

(c) Members should be able to assist, by measures not involving a

substantial departure from the general rule of non-disorimination,

a country whose economy has been disrupted by war; but this freedom

should have a closing date, 31 December 1951.

(d) Some element of discrimination in import and export restrictions

may be needed in order to carry out inter-gervernmental commodity

agreements under the commodity policy provisions of the Charter or

in order to apply the restrictions which have been suggested for

the post-war transitional period to ensure an equitable distribution

among consuming countries of products in short supply (See paragraphs

3 and 9 of the report on Article 19).

2. A more difficult problem arises in the treatment of inconvertible

currencies. It is generally agreed that the objective is to establish

multi-lateral trading over as wide an area as possible and that for this

purpose it is desirable that currencies should become convertible as soon as

is safely possible. But so long as some currencies remain inconvertible

there is difficulty in reconciling the full application of the principle
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of non-discrimidination with the courses of action which are imposed upon

Members by their external financial situations. This difficulty is of

course fully recognized, as far as exchange restrictions are concerned,

in the provisions of ArticleXIV of the Articles of Agreementt of the
International Monetary Fund. The problem here is to make appropriate

provision for this difficulty in the trade field,

3. The nature of the difficulty may be conveniently expressed by

considering the position of Member A which has a favourable balance of

payments with Member B which has an inconvertible currency. This

favourable balance can be settled only by:

(a) Accumulation by A of inconvertible balances of B's currency or

by a loan to B in A's currency, or

(b) an increase in A's imports from B; or

(c) a reduction of A's exports to B.

4. If A is unable or unwillingto make the appropriate loan under (a) and

if the costs of B are too high to enable A to accept B's exports without

infringing the rule of non-discrimination, the only possibility is a

reduction in A's exports to B. It has been argued that A can always

avoid this difficulty by selling the exports which could otherwise have

gone to B to countries with convertible currencies and there was general

agreement thatwhere the majority of countries had convertible currencies,

this would normally be the case. It has been argued, on the other hand,

that countries which normally conduct a large proportion of their trade

with countries whose currencies are inconvertible, might be obliged

to restrict their trade substantially because of the limited import

capacity of countries with convertible currencies, and that consequently.

the additional purchase of imports frorm country B, even on a discriminatory

basis, might be less restrictive of world trade than the full application

of non-discrimination. It was furthermore agreed that any provisions made

with this general problem should also cover the problem of balances

of inconvertible currencies accumulated before the entry into force ofthe
Charter.
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5. It was agreed that in any case MeMbers should be entitled to attach

conditions to their exports such as would be necessary to ensure that an

exporting country would receive for its experts its own currency or the

currency of any member of the International Monetary Fund specified by the

experting country and thus avoid the danger of being, in effect, compelled

to accumulate balances of inconvertible currency.

6. It was generally agreed that there must be some provision also to

deal with the corresponding import problems, but it was felt that there

were serious dangers in a wide exeption from the rule of non-discrimination

even during the post-war transitional period. If such a period were at all

prolonged, it would permit the establishmnnt of bilateral patterns of

trade and discriminatory practices generally whichwould effectively

prevent the development of multilateral trade which is a central objective

of the Charter. It was argued that such arrangements .would tend to become

self-perpetuating and that their possibility would, in effect, delay the

achievement of sound and lasting equilibrium in the balances of payments

of the countries with inconvertible currencies and would thus postpone for

an indefinite period their ability to make their currencies convertible.

On the other hand, it was argued that if countries with inconvertible

currencies had to face the full rigour of international competition, they

would be forced to restrict their imports from all sources to a degree

which would seriously impair their prospects of recovery, and it was

further argued that the existence of same proyision to unable countries

with convertible currencies to apply discriminatory restrictions in

special circumstances-would encourage countries with inconvertible

currencies to take the risk of accepting convertibility at an earlier

stage than they would have otherwise been prepared to do.

7. It was generally agreed that a solution of the difficulty could be

found by permitting discriminatory import restrictions under two

conditions, both of which would have to be fulfilled.
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(a) that the discrimination should increase the Members total

imports above the maximum level which would be possible in the

absence of the discrimination. The intensity of the import restrictions

which a aMember is permitted toimpose under Article20 is determined

by the pressuree upon its monetary reserves. This fixes the amount

of imports which it can affeord from countries with convertible

currencies. The purpose of this condition is to ensure that a Member

will purchase as much as it can afford from these sources, and that

it wculd not be permitted to discriminate unless this would enable

it to secure additional imports from countries with inconvertible

currencies. It would thus be impossible for a Member to decrease

its total imports from countries with convertible currencies by

discriminatory restrictions.

(b) that the discrimination should either correspond to exchange

restrictions permissible under the Articlesof Agreement of the

International Monetary Fund or should carry with it the approval of

the Organization in agreement with the International Monetary Fund,

which is the inter-governmental specialized agency which is competent

in this field. The Member would not be entitled to impose

disoriminatory import regulations which did not have equivalent

effect to exchange restrictions permitted tc the Member under the

Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund, or under

the terms of a special exchange agreement between the Member and the

Organization (see paragraph 5 of the report on Artice 23) if the

Member were not imposing exchange restrictions it would be able to

impose discriminatory import restrictions in special circumstances

only with the prior approval of the Organizationinagreement with the Fund

8. In view of the advantages which may be expected to accrue to the

trade of aIl countries from the other provisions of the Charter, it

was general considered appropriate that the discriminatory

element in any trade restrictions applied under this provision

(or exchange restrictions having equivalent effect)
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should, from the outset, be liable to be withdrawn or modified if

the Organization, after consultation with the International Monetary

Fund, fund that they were being applied inconsistently with the

exception provided under this Article or in a manner which discriminated

unnecessarily against the trade of another Member. It should,

however, alvvays be possible for a Member to seek the Organization's

priorapproval for its action and in this case it would not be open

to challenge to the extent to which such approval was given; where the

Member was not imposing exchange restrictions, this prior approval would

be obligatory.

9. It was suggested to the Sub-Committee that if there were an abrupt

or serious decline in effective demand by one or more Members, the

imposition of non-discriminatory import restrictions under Article 20 by

other Members might in some cases be sore injurious to world trade than

discriminatory restrictions,and that provision should be made in this

Article for permitting such discriminations if the Organization

considered that this general situation existed and warranted their

application. After consideration, it was agreed that the Organization

would have adequate powers under the revisedArticle 30, taking into

account paragraph(F) of Chapter III on Employment Provision, to meet

this contingency.

10. A main objective of the Organization is to achieve the earliest

possible elimination of all discriminations which restrict the

expansion of world trade. The difficulties which the article is

designed to meet may be hoped to narrow very considerably as an

increasing nuaber of Members accept the obligations of Articlee VIII,

Sections 2, 3 and 4 of the Articles of Agreement of the International

Monetary Fund. It is therefore generally agreed that the provisions

sub-paragraphs l(d) (iii) ana (iv) of this Article should be reviewed

when three-quarters of the Members of the Organization have made

their currencies convertible, or in any event, not later than the end

of 1951.
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Article 23

Exchange Arrangements

1. The problem of foreign exchange arrangements in relation to

the Organization is a question of great importance, since commercial

obligations can be fundamentally affected by such matters as exchange

control, exchange depreciation, multiple exchange rates, etc. The

International Monetary Fund is the specialized agercy which has been

instituted to deal with these matters, and it is desirable as far as

possible to avoid overlapping functions between it and the Organization.

Where trade matters and exchange matters inevitably overlap it is

desirable that there should be the maximum consultation and co-operation

between the Fund and Organization.

2. It wasagreed that the problem would be much simplified if all

Members of the Organization were also Members of the International

Monetary Fund. The Committee came to no decision on the question of

requiring common rnembership, however, as some of the delegations felt

it may well be necesssary to allow freely for independent Membership of

the Organization and the Fund.

3. Consideration was therefore given to the question whether special

provision should not be made for a country which wished to become a

Member of the Organization without becoming a Member of the Fund. It

was generally recognized that some such provision might prove to be

necessary, but it was though that examination of this issue could

usefully wait until the probable Membership of the Organization and of

the Fund became clearer.

4.. It was widely agreed that if the general principle were adopted

that Members of the Organization should also be Members of the Fund,

opportunity must nevertheless be left for a Member of the Organization

to exercise the right which it would have under the Articles of Agreement
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of the International Monetary Fund to withdraw at short notice from

theFund - a right which would becompromised if Member of the

Organization were required to be a Member of the Fund, and ware

not free to withdraw from the Organization at short notice.

5. It was generally considered appropriate that any Member of

the Organization whch was not also a member of the Fund should not

have full freedom in exchange matters, since by exchange arrangements

it might frustrate its trade obligations. There was a wide measure

of agreement for the suggestion that such a Member should enter

into a special agreement with the Organization in exchange matters

whch would provide that the purposes common to the Organization and

the Fund would not be frustrated as a result of action in exchange

matters by the Member in question. In such cases the Organization

would accept the opinion of the Fund whether action by the Member

in question in exchange matters was permissible under the terms of

the special exchange agreement; and the Member would undertake to

provide the Organization with the information necessary for reaching

such a decision.
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APPENDIX

The following are the texts of the Articles which the
Sub-Committee puts forward for Consideration

Article 19

[General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions]

1. Except as otherwise provided elsewhere in this Charter, no

prohibition or restriction, other than duties, taxes or other charges,

whether made effective through quotas, import licenses or other

measures, shall be imposed or maintained by Member country, on the

importation of any product of any other Member country, or on the

exportation or sale for export, of any product destined for any other

Member country.

2. The peovisions of paragraph 1 of this Article shall not extend

to the following: -

(a) Prohibitions or restrictions on imports or exports imposed

or maintained during the early post-war transitional period,

which are essential to

(i) the equitable distribution among the several consuming

countries of products in short supply, whether such

products are owned by private interests or by the

Government of any Member country, or

(ii) the maintenance of war-time price control by a

country undergoing shortages subsequent to the war, or

(iii) the orderly liquidation of temporary surpluses of

stocks owned or controlled by the Government or any

Member country or of industries developed in any

Member country owing to the exigencies of the war

which it would be uneconomic to maintain in normal

conditions:
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Provided, that restrictions under (iii) of this sub-paragraph

may be imposed by any Member only after consultation with other

interested Members with a view to appropriate international

action. Import and export Prohibitions and restrictions imposed

or maintained under this sub-paragraph shall be removed as soon

as the conditions giving rise to them have ceased and, in any

event, not later than 1 July 1949: Provided, that this period

may, with the concurrence of the Organization, be extended in

respect of any product for further periods not to exceed six

months each.

(b) Export prohibitions or restrictions temporarily imposed to

relieve critical shortages of food-stuffs or other essential

products in the exporting country.

(c) Import and export prohibitions or restrictions necessary

to the application of standards for the classification and

grading of commodities in international commerce. If, in the

opinion of the Organization, the standards adopted by a Member

under this sub-paragraph are likely to have an unduly restrictive

effect on trade, the Organization may request the Member to revise

the standards, Provided that it shall not request the revision of

standards internationally agreed under paragraph 6 of Article.16.

(d) Export or import quotas imposed under inter-governmental

commodity agreements concluded in accordance with the Provisions

of Chapter VI.

(e) Import restrictions on any agricultural or fisheries product,

imported in any form, necessary to the enforcement of governmental

measures which operate
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(i) to restrictthe quanitities of the like domestic product
permotted to be marked or prudeced, or

(ii) to remove a temporary surplus of the like domestic

product, by making thesurplus available to certain

groups of domestic oonsumers freeof charge or at

prices below the currrent market level.

AnyMermberimposing restrections on the importation of any product

pursuant to this sub-paragraph shall give public notice of the

total quantity or value ofthe product plitte& to be imported

.::Yǹr4 specified periodand of anychange in Such quantity or

value [provided thatanysuppliesof the product inquestion which

were on route at the time at which public notice was given shall

not be excluded but may be counted, so far as practicable, against

the quantity permitted to beimported in the period in question.]

Moreover, anyrestrictions imposedunder (i) of this sub-paragraph

shall not be such as will reduce the total of imports relative

to the total of domestic.prdduction, as compared with the proportion

whichmight reasonably be expectedto rule between the two in the

absense of therestriction. In determininig this proportion the

Member shall paydueregard to the Proportion prevailing during

a previous representative period and to any special factors which

any have ormaybe affecting the trade in the product

concerned. The Member shall consult with any other Members

interested in the trade in question, whowish to initiate such

consultations.

(f) Import and export prohibitions or restrictions imposed on

priivate trade for the purpose of establishing a new or maintaining

an existing monopoly of trade for a State trading enterprise
operatedunder Articles 26, 27 and 28.
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Notes on Article 19

1. One Delegation desires that the words "agricultural or fisheries"

should be removed after the words "Import restrictions on any" at the

beginning of 2 (e).

2. The words in square brackets in 2 (e) should be retained only if

the matter isnot fullycovered inArticle 15.
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Article 20

[Restrictions To Safeguard theBalance of Payments]

1. Members may nedd import restrictions as a means of safeguarding

their external financial position and as a step towards the

restoration of equalilbriumonsound and lasting basis, particularly

in view of theirincreaseddemandfor the imports needed to carry

out their domesticemploument reconstruction, development or social

policies. Accordingly ro .:. -L tust:n& s the provisions of Article

19; Members may restrict thequantity or value of merchandise

permitted to be imported innoferas this is necessary to safeguard

their balanceof payment and..- ;L n*:t:-y.r-rves. The use of import

restrictions under this paragraph shallconform to the conditions and

requirements set out in paragraphs2, 3 and 4 of this Article.

2. Members undertake to observe the following principles in the

use of such restrictions:-

(a) To refrain from imposing new or intensifying

existing restrictions except to the extent necessary

(having due regard to any special factors which way be

affecting the level of the Member's reserves, to any

commitments or other circumstances which may be affecting

its need for reservesor to any special credits or other

resources which may be available to protect its reserves)

(i) to stop or to forestall the imminent threat of a

serious decline in the Level of monetary reserves, or

(ii) in the fas-ofa Member with very Iow monetary reserves

to achieve a reasonable rate of increase in its reserves.
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(b) To eliminate the restrictions when conditions would no

longer justify the imposition of new restrictions under sub-

paragraph 2 (a) of this Article and to relax them progressively

as such conditions are approached.

(c) Not to carry the imposition of new import restrictions or

the intensification of existing restrictions under paragraph 2 (a)

of this Article to the point at which it involves the .complete

exclusion of imports of any class of goods.

3. (a) Any Member which, while not imposing restrictions under

paragraphs1 and 2 of this Article, is considering the need for the

imposition of restrictions, before imposing such restrictions

(or, in conditions in which previous consultation is impracticable,
as socn as possible after imposing such restrictions) shall

consult with the Organization as to the nature of its balance

of payments difficulties, the various corrective measures which

may be available, and the possible effects of such measures on

the economics of other Members. The Organization shall invite

the International Monetary Fund to participate in the

consultations. No 2Member shaIl be required during such discussions

to indicate in advance the choice or timing of any particular

measures which it may ultimately determine to adopt.

(b) The 0rganization may at any time invite any member which

is imposing import restrictions under paragraphs 1 and 2

of this Article to consult with it about the form and extent

of the restrictions, and shall invite a Member substantially
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intensifying such restrictions to consult accordingly

within thirty days, Members agree to participate in

such discussions when so invited. In the codduct of

such discussions the Organization shall conssult the International

Monetary Fund and any other appropriate lnternational specialized

agencies, a. particular in regard to the alternative methods

available tothe Member in question of meeting its balance of

payments difficulties. The Organization under this sub-paragraph

shall, wthin two years of its instituation, review; aIl restrictions

excisting at its institution and subsequently maintained under

paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article.

(c) Any Member applying or intending to apply restrictions

on imoorts under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article may, if

it so desires, consult with the Organization with a view to

obtaining the previous approval of the Organization for

restrictions which it intends to maintain or to impose or for

the maintenance or imposition in the future of restrictions

under speciefied conditions, The Organization shall invite the

International Monetary Fund oa participatedin the consultations.

As a result Of such consultations, theOrganization may approve

in advance the maintance, imposition or intensification of

import restrictions by the Member in question insofar as the

general extent, degree and duration of the restrictionsare

concerned; and to the extend to which such approval has been

given, theaction of the Member imposing restrictions shall not be

open to challenge under paragraph F (d) of this Article insofar as

it relates to conformity witn paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article.
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(d) Any Member which considers that any other Member is applying

import restrictions under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article in a

manner inconsistent with the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of

this Article or of Articles 21 or 22, or in a manner which

unnecessarily damages its commercial interest, may bring the

natter for discussion to the Organization; and the Member imposing

the restrictions undertakes to discuss the reasons for its action.

The Organization shall, if it is satisfied that there is prima

facie case that the complaining Member's interests are adversely

affected, consider the complaint. It may then, after consultation

which the International Monetary Fund on any matter falling within

the competence of the international Monatary Fund, recomend the

withdrwal or modification of restrictions whichit determinesare

being appliedin a manner inconsistent with the provisions of

paragraphs 1and 2 of this Article or Articles 21 or 22, or in

a manner which unnecessariydamagesthe commercial interests of

another Membar. If restrictions are not withdrawn or modified

in accordance with the recommendation of the Organisation within
sixty days, such other Member shall be released from such

obligations incurred under this Charter towards the Member applying

the restrictions, as the Organization may specify.

(e) The Organization an reaching its decision under sub-paragraph

3 (d) of t'his Article shall not recommend thewithtdrawal or general
relaxation of restrictions on the grounds that the existing or pros-

pective balance of payments difficulties of the Member inquestion could
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be avoided by a change in that Member's domesticemployment,oyrent,

reconstructieonp, devloment or social polMimcies. grebers aee,

horver, thatr in caying out smuch doislticepoicic they will

pay due regatd to -he need to resture andnd -rn lasqulibriumlibriu

in their ba oncesoments.xuc:ntv
4g In -iving effect to the restrictioms on irmorts iunosed -ider this

Jrticle, a Member may smlect i;ports for restriction in wuch a iay as

to promote its doeeploymsm.Plo2ent, ruconstrtctvelopment-riient or

social policies; bMember SImbcrashall lloid a unnecesmage toage tb

mme cor.rercial interest. of oemberMbr nd will aacept mn invitation

to conwilt .-atother Memberwmth}l hich eoonsidrs itsestsinter to be

aged.so dazGd.

5 If there is persistwideent and spread application of quantitative

import restrictions under theis Artiacl, indicting the eoxiastence f

general disequilibrium which is restricting international trade, the

Organiallzateion sh sek conswultation ith the International Monetary

Furd. The Orgamisation nay then in cillaborat'ion thwoughout vith the

International Monetary Fund, initiate discussions to whonsider xether

other megsures mi^ht not be taken, either by those cwuntries *hose

balanyes of prnments a-e urder pressure or by those cwuntries vhose

ba-payments ri Vrr.ns are tending to be elleptionahly favourable, or by

pny app[inter-gte jterntgovernmetal agency or agoencmoies] t reve the

underlying causes of the disemqMumilibriu ebers agree twhat they ill

tscer in such discussions.

6. Throughout this section the phrase quantitatmive iport restrictions"

includes the restriction of imports by State trading Organizations to an

extent greater thaan tht wwhich ould bme perissible under article 27

of this Char[ter, provided thaMt no ember shall be required to disclose

informawtion hoich wumld haper the commercial operations of such a State

trading Organization].
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7. Members recognize that in the early years of this Charter all

Members will be confronted, in varying degrees, by problems of economic

adjustment resulting from the war, During this period the Organization

shall, when required to take decisions under this Article or under

Article 22, take full account of the difficulties of post-war

adjustment Which face the Members concerned.

Notes on Article 20

1. The words in square brackets in paragraph 5 are intended to cover

the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations as well as the

inter-governmental specialized agencies.

2, The words in square brackets in paragraph 6 should only be retained

if the matter is not adequately covered in the Articles dealing with

State treading organizations.
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Article 21

[Non-Discriminatory Administration of Quantitative Restrictions]

1. Subject to the provisions of Article 22, no prohibition or

restriction shall be applied by any MembJer pursuant to this Section on

the miportation of any productofa ny otherMmeber, country, or on the

exportation of anyproductd &ùct &estined for anyMmhr }leaber country unless

the imporotation f the odlike pruct of all third countries, or the

exortatione of thclike prooduct tell tounthird ccies,m is si-larly

prohibited or restricted.

2. In pursuance of the principle set forth in paragraMemph 1, bers

undertake in applying import restrictions to observe the provisions

contained in the folloubwiang s-pragrphs:-

(ea) icever practicagble, _obatJ qucls (whether allocated

aonzsupplgyinr ountries or not) should be fixed, and notice

gven of theirmouait in accordancwe vth supb-;gralaeh 3(b)
of this Article.

(b)w here global quotas are not practicable,m iport restrictions

ay be applied bymïanso c minort licences without a global quota.

(c)Im potr licences or permits whichm ay be issued in

connectionw ith miport restrictions (whether or notw ithin the

imits of?global quotas) shall not; save for purposes of

operating, quotas allocated in accordance with sub-pararaph 2(d),

require or provide that the licence or permit be utilized for

the importation of the product concerned from a particular country

or source.

(d) In cases here these methods of licensing are found

impracticableble or unsuitable, tMemberhe i&iauber concerned may apply the

restrictionms in the for of a quotama allocated ong supplying

countries. e In that evnt, the shares of Mtmhe various eber

supplying countries should in princimple be deterinend in accordace
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with commercialci:.l cnsidzerations, such g e. s price, quality and

mustonary sources of supply. For the purpose of appraising

summercialcial considerations,Memberathe ber -Applying the

restrictions maym seewk agreeent ith respect to the allocation

of shares in the quota withMemall other bers having a substantial

interest in supplying the product concerned. In cases where

this method is not reasonably pracMtmical, the eber concerned

shoulMemd allot to ber countries having a substantial interest in

supplying the product, shares based upon the proportions of the

total quantitoy or value f the product supplied by such member

countries during a previous representative period, due account

being taken of any special facmtors which ay have affected or be

affecting theh trade in te product.

(e) No conditions or formalitiesmposhall be iseddwhich woul

pMemrevent any ber mcountry fro utilizing fully the share of any

such total quaantity or vlue which has been allotted to it.

3. (a) In clicencesass where aport licences are issued in connection with

Membiaportrestrictions, the [r applying the restriction shall

provide, Memberupon the request of any r having an interest in

the trade in the product concerned, all relevant information as

to the administration of the restriction and as to the import

licences granted over a past recent period and on the distribution

of such licences aong supplying countries; provided, however,

that there shall be no obligation to supply information as to the

naes of impmorting or supplying firn.

(b) In the case of iaort restrictions involving the fixing of

quoltas (whamether or not alocated ong supplying countries), the

Member applying the restrictions shall give public notice
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of the total quantity or value of the product or products

which will be permitted to be imported during a specified

future period, and of any change in such quantity or value.

(c) In the case of quotas allocated among supplying ,auplyinz countries,

atphe Mgember plyin the restrictiomn shall prmalloptly infori

other mgbers havin, n interest in supplying the product

concerned, oef the shars ian the quot, by quantity or value,

currently allocated to the vparious suplying countries.

4 g With reard to restmporictions ised in awccordance ith sub-

paragraph 2 (dA) of this rnticle orparaguder sub-raph 2 (e) of

Article 19, the selection of a representative period for any product

and the apparaisal of ny special factors affectidng the trae in the

product sheall be mad initialMely by the mbger imposin the restriction:

rovided that esuch lMimbc shah upon the request of aMny other irber

having substantial interest in supplying; that product, or upon the

request of the Organization consult wpromptly ith the other Member or

with the Organization rewarding the need for man adjustent of the

base peereiod selctd or for ther e-loappraisa f the aspecial fctors

involved.

5. The provisionsArof this lticle shal applyarito any tff quota

establmaiished or ntanained by y Member.
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DraftArticle ft Aj.-rticl 22

ieptlon from the ru-distermination.] nationn!

1, The provisions of this Section shall not preclude:

(a) restrictions witeh equivalnt effect to exchange restrictions

authorized under Article iVII, Secton 3 (b) of the Articles of

Agreement of the InterMnational onnetary Fud;

(b) prohibiteions or rstrictions in accordance waith sub-pragraphs

2 (a) (i) or 2 (d) of Article 19;

( conditionhs attacnig to exports which are rnecoessa-ota nsure

that an exporting coueinty recves for its experts its own currency

or then currercy mMof anyember of the International Monetary Fund

specifede by thcexporting country;

(d) restricitions n accordance with Articlei 20 whch either:

() are appliedrwi otheneenconLtewntly vth ArticIe 21 against

mports f.om other countries by a group of territories with

cono quota in the InternationaMl iieta-r ndFurior

(ii) assisit n the pioerd uintl 31 December 3191, by amesurens ot

invoilvng substantiadl eparture from ther povisnios of

Article 21, a country whose economy has been diusrpted by

war, or,

both(iii) provide Mea mber with additionalmpiorts above the maximum

total ofmpiorts icwhh it could afford in thei lght of the

coitionsindns lIn paragraph 2 of Artiicl 20 ,f itis estrîctions

ercconsistient wît Article 21,

ad (iv) have eqluiwaent effect to exchange restrictionis wh:h are

peitted to thaMt ibber underh tnrtieeAetclof Agreement

of the InternationMa<netaryFPnd or under the trmei of

any special exhangecnre areeimeicn mwin.-ay have been made

between tmhe Meber and the Organisation undeir eArtcIs 23:

Providead thtme a0hiMbewcho is nt imposing ireistrcotons nepaymnts
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and transfers for current international transactions may

apply import restrictions under Section (iii) of this

sub-paragraph in special circumstances and only with the

prior approval of the Organization un agreement with the

International Monetary Fund.

2. If the Organization finds, after consultation with the International

Monetary Fund on matters within the competence of the Fund, that import

restrictions or exchange restrictions on payments and transfers in

connection with imports are being applied by a member an a discriminatory

manner inconsistent with the exceptions provided under this Article or an a

manner which discriminates unnecessarily against the trade of another

member, the Member shall withinin sixty days remove the discriminations or

modify them as cispefied by the Organization:

Provided, that a Member may, if at so desires, consult with the Organization

to obtaiin ts previous approval for discriminations, under theoprcedure

set forth in Article 20, paragraph 3 (c), and to the extent that such

approval as given, the discriminations shall not be open to challenge

underiths paragraph.

3. When thrqee-uarters of the Members of the Organization have accepted

the obligations of Article VIII of the Articles of Agreement of the

International Monetary dFun, but an any evenet rbfoe 31 December 1951,

the Organization shall rewvie the provisioons f this Article, an

consultation with the InternationMal onetary Fundi,hwt a view to the

earliest possiblei elmination of discriminations under sub-paragraphs 1

(di) (ii) and (iv) ofiths Articwle hich restrict the expansion of world

trade.
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Draft Article 23

(To replace articles 23 and 24 of the United States
Draft Charter)

[ExchangeArrangements]rangu.m,çts/
1.i The Orgalnzation shalr seek co-opeation with the Fund to the end

that the Forgud zand the ymaiation ma-pursue a co-ordinated policy wi.h

xregard to echange questions within the competence of the Fund and questions

of quantiictionstative roetr r omther trade easures within the competence

of te Organization.

2. Meembers agre that they ewill not sek by exchange action to frustrate

the purpioses of t,hs Charter and wthat they ill not seek by trade action

to frusturate the prposes of theofaArtmicles ' .ge.nent of the International

Monetary Fund.

3t. a Iin tordempositionr o vod he i of trade restrictions and discrimin-

ationhs gethechroughs excan tnique, andain order to void the danger of

coindictionbetweentheflictinga jurst\:en t. OrganizLtion and the International

Moexchangenetary F,und i mematter. Members of tlhe Organisation shall iso

utndertake membrh4 f -he nterna-tioal Monetar[ty Fund; Provided15hat any

country wjhich ies lling to 'on tho rganwillingnization but is us-ng to join

the International Monetary Fund may become a Member of the Organization if

alit enters aintomna spci-exchange--reenr withcthe Organization whio

ould become part ndec is obligations uizehis Charter, and provided

further hthat a Mebero owf tn Organizatic vich ceases to be a Member of

the Internatidonal Monetary Fun shall forthwith enter into a special

exwchangee agreement ith th Organization, which shall then become part of

its obliigations under ths Charter.

4. A special exchange agreement between a Member and the Organization-

unr paragAraph 3 of this. ticle must provide to the satisfaction of the

Organization, in collaboratwion througheout ith the Intrnational Monetary

Fnd, that the purposes common to the Organization and the Fund will not

be frustrated as a result of action in exchange matters by the Member in

question.
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5. A Member which has made a special exchange agreement under

paragraph 3 of this Article-undertakes to furnish the Organization

with such information as it may require, within the general scope

of Article VIII, Section 5, of the Articles of Agreement of the

International Monetary Fund, in order to carry out its functions

relating to this special exchange agreement.

6. The Organization shall seek and accept the opinion of the

International Monetary Fund whether action by the Mernber in exchange

matters is permissible under the terms of the special exchange agreement

and shall act in collaboration with the International Monetary Fund

on all questions which may arise in the working of a special exchange

agreement under this Article.

Note on, Article 23

With respect to the words in square brackets in paragraph 3,

referece should be made to paragraphs 2 and 3 of the report

covering this Article.


